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INTRODUCTORY.

In presenting this edition of our Catalogue of Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses, &c., we beg leave to state to our patrons and the public, that we shall use every exertion to make our stock in this department full, complete, and in every way deserving the attention of all lovers of the beautiful.

We shall keep ourselves constantly advised concerning the assortments of all the best and most extensive growers in this or the old countries, and shall add to our collection at the earliest possible moment everything that promises to be desirable.

Orders should be sent in as early as possible, that there may be plenty of time for shipping long distances when necessary.

All persons ordering by letter, should write out the order plainly on a separate list, and not in the body of the letter. It will prevent mistakes in the hurry of the packing season. Give plain and explicit shipping directions. When none are given we forward according to our best judgment.

All orders from unknown correspondents must be accompanied with the cash, or satisfactory references.

Immediate notice should be given us of any error in filling an order, so that we may at once rectify the mistake or give a satisfactory explanation.

All articles will be carefully packed in boxes or bales, for which a charge will be made, sufficient only to cover the cost, marked as the purchaser may direct, and delivered at railroad depot or steamboat landing, and are then at the purchaser's risk.

The following Catalogues will be furnished on application, with ten cents enclosed for each:

No. 1. Descriptive Catalogue of Fruits.
“ 4. Wholesale Price List, for one three-cent stamp, for wholesale dealers only.

GRAVES, SELOVER, WILLARD & CO.,
Washington Street Nurseries,
Geneva, N. Y.
DECIDUOUS TREES.

Abele, (Populus.)
SILVER LEAVED, OR WHITE POPLAR, (Alba.) A rapid growing and useful tree for exposed situations. 25 to 50 cents.

Acacia, (Robinia.)
BESSONIANA. New and beautiful. Strong growth, without thorns; dark green, heavy and luxuriant foliage; very valuable for ornamental grounds. $1.00.
GLOBE ACACIA, (Umbraculifera.) Thornless, forming a round dense head; very pretty and desirable. $1.00.
HONEY LOCUST, OR THREE THORNED, (Triacanthus.) A rapid growing tree, with delicate foliage and strong thorns. Valuable for hedges.
FASTIGIATA. A new variety, with strong, upright branches. $1.00.

Alder, (Alnus.)
EUROPEAN, (Glutinosa.) A tree of rapid growth, suitable for damp soils, but thriving well anywhere.
IMPERIAL CUT LEAVED, (Lasciniata Imperialis.) A very striking and beautiful tree, with delicately and deeply cut leaves, hardy and of vigorous growth; one of the finest cut leaved trees in cultivation. $2.00.

Apple, (Pyrus.)
CHINESE DOUBLE FLOWERING, (Malus Spectabilis.) Very showy and ornamental, beautiful double rose-colored flowers.
DOUBLE WHITE FLOWERING. Handsome and desirable.

Aralia Japonica.
ANGELICA TREE, OR JAPAN ASH. Unique and showy. A tree of second size growth.

Ash, (Fraxinus.)
EUROPEAN, (Excelsior.) A very lofty, ornamental tree with spreading head.
GOLD BARKED, (Aurea.) Growth irregular; very ornamental in winter. $1.00.
WILLOW LEAVED, (Salicifolia.) A rapid, stout growing tree, with narrow, wavy leaves; very ornamental. $1.00.
DWARF, (Nana.) An interesting little tree.
RED HAIRD, (Rufa.) A variety with dark green leaves, the underside set with red hairs. $1.00.
SINGLE LEAVED, (Monophylla.) A fine tree with single broad leaves. $1.00.
PROFUSE FLOWERING, (Floribunda.) New and fine. $1.00.
MYRTLE LEAVED, (Viridis, or Myrtifolia.) A remarkable tree, of low dwarf growth, and dark green, small leaves. $1.00.
AUCUBA LEAVED, (Aucubafolia.) A fine tree, with gold blotched leaves. $1.00.
Ash, \((Fraxinus)\)
FLOWERING, \((Ornus Europeas)\) A small tree, with pretty fringe-like greenish white flowers, in large clusters; flowering early in June.

Beech, \((Fagus)\)
CUT LEAVED \((Lasciniata)\) A fine erect variety, with deeply cut leaves; striking and beautiful foliage. $2.00.
FERN LEAVED, \((Heterophylla)\) Leaves deeply incised, distinct, fine and very graceful. $2.00.
PURPLE LEAVED, \((Purpurea)\) A remarkable variety, with very dark purplish foliage, highly ornamental, and a striking contrast with the green of other trees. $2.00.

Birch, \((Betula)\)
AMERICAN CHERRY, OR MAHOGANY, \((Lenta)\)
ROUND LEAVED, \((Rotundifolia)\)
For other varieties, see Weeping Trees.

Bird Cherry, \((Prunus)\)
COMMON, \((Padus)\) Handsome foliage and flowers.

Catalpa.
SYRINGA LEAVED, \((Syringafolia)\) A rapid growing tree, with large heart-shaped leaves, and large pyramidal clusters of white and purple flowers the latter part of July.

Cherry, \((Cerasus)\)
CHINESE DOUBLE FLOWERING, \((Sinensis Fl. Pt.)\) Fine, double white flowers, blooms in clusters.
LARGE DOUBLE FLOWERING. A strong growing sort, with double white flowers.

Coffee Tree, \((Gymnocladus)\)
KENTUCKY COFFEE TREE, \((Canadensis)\) A handsome ornamental tree, with long feathery foliage and bluish grey shoots.

Cornus, or Dogwood.
WHITE FLOWERING, \((Florida)\) A very beautiful small tree, with showy white flowers, appearing early in spring.

Cypress, \((Cupressus)\)
DECIDUOUS, OR SOUTHERN, \((Distichia)\) Nothing can be more delicate and graceful than this beautiful, stately tree, with small elegant yew like foliage.

Elm, \((Ulmus)\)
ENGLISH, \((Campestris)\) A lofty, erect tree, with rather small leaves; remarkable for its verdure late in autumn.
SCOTCH, OR WYCH, \((Montana)\) A fine strong grower, with spreading branches and dark large foliage.
PURPLE LEAVED, \((Stricta Purpurea)\) Very distinct, with purplish foliage and erect habit. $1.00.
AMERICAN WHITE, \((Americana Alba)\) The noble spreading drooping tree of our own woods; one of the grandest of park or street trees.
ASH COLORED, \((Cinerea)\) Has fine, large, rich foliage, and is a vigorous grower. $1.00.
ADIANTHIFOLIA. New; handsome, distinct foliage. $1.00.
LARGE LEAVED, \((Macrophylla)\) A vigorous growing tree, with very large leaves. $1.00.
Elm, (Ulmus.)

SIBERIAN, (Siberica.) A variety with small leaves and stiff, erect habit. $1.00.

SLENDER TWIGGED, (Viminalis.) A small leaved, slender branched, somewhat pendulous variety, distinct and pretty, grafted standard high. $1.00.

VARIEGATED, (Viminalis Variegata.) A very handsome and distinctly marked variety of the preceding; highly ornamental and desirable. $2.00.

Horse Chestnut, (Aesculus.)

COMMON WHITE, (Hippocrastanum.) A well known and hardy tree, with large clusters of flowers in June.

DOUBLE WHITE, (Flora Pleno.) Superb, with fine double flowers. 1.00.

RED FLOWERING, (Rubicunda.) Showy and fine, with red flowers. $1.00.

AMERICAN, OR BUCK-EYE, (Glabra.) A fine and distinct tree, with smooth leaves and pale yellow flowers.

Horse Chestnut, Smooth Fruited, (Pavia.)

RED FLOWERING, (Rubra.) A small sized tree, with dark red flowers. $1.00.

YELLOW FLOWERED, (Flava.) Has pale green leaves and showy yellow flowers. A fine, small tree. $1.00.

Hornbeam, (Carpinus.)

AMERICAN, (Americana.) A small sized native, hardy tree, with handsome foliage, turning to a beautiful orange color in the fall.

EUROPEAN, (Betulus.) Somewhat resembles the preceding, but of a closer growth; handsome birch-like foliage, retaining its color till frost.

These are both desirable varieties for ornamental hedges.

Judas Tree, (Cercis.)

AMERICAN, OR RED BUD, (Canadensis.) Covered with delicate purple flowers before the leaves appear; very ornamental.

EUROPEAN, (Siliquastrum.) Resembles the American, but rather a better shaped tree in growth, and by many thought the most desirable.

WHITE FLOWERING, (Albidum.) The same as the preceding, only white flowers.

JAPAN, (Japonica.) A superb variety from Japan. $1.00.

Koelreuteria.

PANICLED, (Paniculata.) A tree of small size, producing panicles of showy yellow flowers in August, when few are in bloom, hardy and very ornamental.

Larch, (Larix.)

EUROPEAN, (Europeus.) An elegant, strong growing, pyramidal tree, much admired for its symmetrical habit and slightly drooping spray.

Laburnum, (Cytisus.)

ENGLISH, (Laburnum.) Bears long pendant racemes of yellow flowers in June, showy and beautiful.

Linden, or Lime Tree, (Tilia.)

AMERICAN, OR BASSWOOD, (Americana.) A noble, beautiful tree, of rapid growth, large leaves, and fragrant flowers.

EUROPEAN, (Europeus.) A fine pyramidal growing variety, with large leaves and fragrant flowers; very ornamental.

WHITE, OR SILVER LEAVED, (Argentia.) A handsome, vigorous growing tree, large leaves, whitish on the under side, and have a beautiful appearance when ruffled by the wind. One of the best. $1.00.
Linden, or Lime Tree, \((Tilia)\)

**GOLD BARKED, \((Aurea)\)** Conspicuous in winter by its yellow bark. $1.00.

**RED TWIGGED, \((Rubra)\)** Contrasts finely with the others by its bright red branches in winter. 75 cents.

**FERN LEAVED, \((Lasciniata)\)** A new variety, with curiously cut leaves. $1.00.

**Magnolia.**

**CUCUMBER TREE, \((Acmuminata)\)** A noble tree, with very large leaves and whitish flowers tinted with bluish purple. One of the finest of American hardy trees. 75 cents.

**UMBRELLA TREE, \((Tripetela)\)** A moderate sized tree, with immense foliage and large white blossoms. $1.00.

**CHINESE, OR YULAN, \((Conspicua)\)** One of the most beautiful flowering trees, covered with large white flowers, which appear before the leaves. Trees of small size, quite hardy, and every way desirable. Should be in every collection. $2.00 to $3.00.

**SOULANGE'S, \((Soulangeana)\)** Resembles the foregoing, except that the flowers are tinted with purple, and blooms rather later. A most desirable tree for all planters. $2.00 to $3.00.

**GLAUCOUS, OR SWAMP LAUREL, \((Glauea)\)** A small tree with white, very fragrant flowers, and beautiful glossy foliage. $1.00.

**Maple, \((Acer)\)**

**SUGAR, OR ROCK, \((Suoccharnum)\)** A very popular American tree, and for its stately form and fine foliage, justly ranked among the very best, both for the lawn and the avenue.

**SCARLET, \((Rubrum)\)** Very ornamental in spring and autumn.

**SILVER LEAVED, \((Dasycarpum)\)** Of exceedingly rapid growth, and desirable for immediate effect.

**NORWAY, \((Platanoides)\)** One of the most valuable ornamental trees for the lawn; broad, rich, dark green foliage, and of a compact, globular form.

**STRIPED BARKED, \((Striata)\)** A small, handsome tree, with distinctly striped bark. 75 cents.

**CUT LEAVED, OR EAGLE CLAW, \((Lasciniata)\)** A curious variety of the Norway; quite beautiful and ornamental. $1.00.

**SYCAMORE, \((Psuedo-Platanus)\)** A vigorous growing tree, with spacious head and heavy deep green foliage.

**PURPLE LEAVED, \((Purpurea)\)** A variety of the preceding, with leaves purplish red underneath; very desirable and beautiful. $1.00.

**VARIEGATED LEAVED, \((Psuedo plat. punctata)\)** Also a variety of the Sycamore, with large and showy foliage, distinctly marked with white. $1.00.

**WAGNERII, \((Lasciniata)\)** A variety of the Silver Maple, with delicate cut foliage, distinct and remarkable. $1.50.

**ENGLISH, \((Campestris)\)** A very handsome small growing, pretty, globular tree, deserves a place on every lawn.

**GOLD LEAVED, \((Fol. Aurea)\)** Very beautiful, distinct and ornamental. $1.00.

**TINTED LEAVED, \((Colchicum Rubrum)\)** Very unique, young foliage, rosy tinted. $1.00.

**ASH LEAVED, \((Negundo Frazinifolia\)** A beautiful, small, round-headed tree, with green shoots. 75 cents.
Mesplius, (Amelanchier.)

SNOWY, (Botryapium.) A small sized tree, producing a profusion of white flowers in the early spring. Sometimes called "Shad-Blow."

Mountain Ash, (Pyrus Sorbus.)

EUROPEAN, (Aucuparia.) A fine hardy tree, head dense and regular, with bright scarlet berries from July till winter.

AMERICAN, (Americana.) Coarser foliage and growth than the preceding, with larger and brighter berries.

OAK LEAVED MOUNTAIN ASH.

OAK LEAVED, (Quercifolia.) Very distinct and fine, with large, hoary, lobed leaves. 75 cents.
Mountain Ash, (Pyrus Sorbus.)
LARGE LEAVED, (Hybrida.) A variety of the preceding, with larger leaves, of a downy white. 75 cents.
NETTLE TREE, OR HACKBERRY, (Celtis occidentalis.) A small or middle sized tree, with the aspect of an Elm, leaves taper pointed, sharp and conspicuous, with sweet and edible fruits as large as bird-cherries, of a dark purple color when ripe in the autumn.

Paulownia.
IMPERIAL JAPAN, (Imperialis.) A splendid tree, with immense foliage, rapid growth, and nearly as hardy as the Ailantus.

Peach, (Amygdalus.)
DOUBLE FLOWERING, (Persica Plena.) Highly ornamental, with double rose-colored flowers.
DOUBLE WHITE, (Alba Plena.)
CARNATION FLOWERED, (Caryophylloides.) Flowers beautifully striped like a Carnation.

Poplar, (Populus.)
LOMBARDY OR ITALIAN, (Fastigiata.) Well known, and remarkable for its rapid, erect growth and spiry form.
BALSAM, (Balsamifera.) A remarkably rapid growing tree, with large, glossy foliage, suitable for exposed situations.
COMMON ASPEN, (Tremula.) A strong, rapid growing tree, with quivering, tremulous foliage.

Plum, (Prunus.)
THREE LOBED, (Trilobata.) A small tree, lately introduced from China, which has proved a great acquisition. Is perfectly hardy, and an abundant bloomer, having flowers of an inch in diameter, nearly double, of a delicate rose color, very thickly set on long slender branches. $1.00.

Sophora.
JAPAN, (Japonica.) A very beautiful tree, like the Acacia, has deep green leaves, and clusters of white flowers. $2.00 to $3.00.

Salisburia, Ginkgo Tree.
JAPAN GINKGO, OR MAIDEN HAIR TREE, (Adiantifolia.) A rare, very distinct and highly ornamental tree, with remarkable fan-like foliage. $1.00 to $2.00.

Sweet Gum, (Liquidambar.)
SWEET GUM, OR BILSTEAD, (Styraciflua.) An American tree of stately habit. Its bark is of a corky nature, strong, glossy leaves, and the Autumn tints of its foliage render it a beautiful object upon the lawn or in the avenue. 75 cents.

Tulip Tree, (Liriodendron.)
TULIP, OR WHITE WOOD, (Tulipifera.) A superb American tree of rapid growth and largest size, with broad, glossy, fiddle-shaped leaves; producing in June large tulip shaped flowers. Unsurpassed for ornamental planting. Like the Magnolias, difficult to transplant, unless of small size. 75 cents.

Thorn, (Crataegus.)
WHITE, (Oxycentha.) The noted English hedge plant, has very fragrant flowers, and makes a fine small tree for the lawn, 25 cents.
DOUBLE WHITE, (Oxycentha Plena.) Beautiful, with clusters of small double white flowers, like miniature roses. 75 cents.
Thorn, \((Crataegus.)\)

DOUBLE RED, \((Rosea Plena.)\) Beautiful, similar to the last except in color, which is of the finest bright red. 75 cents.
These two double varieties should be universally planted.

SCARLET, \((Punicea.)\) Very showy and fine. 75 cents.

NEW CRIMSON. 75 cents.

FRAGRANT, \((Lucidum Odorata.)\) Fine pale colored flowers, fragrant. 75 cents.

Virgilia.

YELLOW WOOD, \((Lutea.)\) A fine American ornamental tree, producing an abundance of Locust-like flowers in June. \$1.00.

Willow, \((Salix.)\)

WEEPING, \((Babylonica.)\) A beautiful well known sort, with graceful, elegant drooping habit.

GOLD BARKED, \((Aurea.)\) Has bright yellow shoots; highly ornamental in winter.

LAUREL LEAVED.—Bright, clean, glossy, large, laurel-like foliage, very distinct and beautiful.

ROSEMARY LEAVED, \((Rosemarinifolia.)\) Very distinct and ornamental, with long, glossy, silvery foliage. Makes a striking and pretty small tree when worked standard high. \$1.00.

---

**WEEPING DECIDUOUS TREES.**

We have, for the convenience of purchasers, given this interesting class of trees a separate place in the Catalogue; the list comprises all the best varieties known or of any merit.

Ash, \((Fraxinus.)\)

EUROPEAN WEEPING, \((Excelsior Pendula.)\) One of the finest lawn or arbor trees; grows very rapidly.

GOLDEN BARKED WEEPING, \((Aurea Pendula.)\) Very striking in winter for its distinct, handsome golden yellow bark.

LENTISCUS LEAVED WEEPING, \((Lentiscifolia Pendula.)\) Fine glossy foliage; small leaves; dark colored bark, with slender drooping branches, makes an elegant tree.

Beech, \((Fagus.)\)

WEEPING, \((Pendula.)\) A pendulous variety of the European Beech; a most graceful drooping tree. \$2.00.

Birch, \((Betula.)\)

COMMON WHITE OR EUROPEAN WEEPING, \((Alba Pendula.)\) A well known variety, with silvery white bark; smooth leaves and slender branches; erect when young, but after a few years' growth makes a charming drooping tree.
Birch, (Betula.)

CUT LEAVED WEEPING, (Lasiimata Pendula.) An elegant, erect tree, with slender, drooping branches, and fine cut leaves. A magnificent variety and worthy of a place on every lawn. $1.00 to $2.00.
Cherry, \((Cerasus.\)\)
EVER FLOWERING WEEPING, \((Semperfloreos Pendula.\)\) A fine drooping variety, bearing flowers and fruit all summer.
DWARF WEEPING, \((Pumila.\)\) A curious and beautiful little round-headed tree, grafted standard high; very ornamental.

Elm, \((Ulmus.\)\)
CAMPERDOWN WEEPING.—A fine weeping variety.
ROUGH LEAVED WEEPING, \((Rugosa Pendula.\)\) Large rough leaves and fine pendulous habit.

Linden, or Lime Tree, \((Tilia.\)\)
WHITE LEAVED WEEPING, \((Alba Pendula.\)\) A fine tree, with large leaves, and drooping branches.

Larch, \((Larix.\)\)
WEEPING.—A variety of the European Larch, with drooping branches, very handsome and desirable. $2.00.

Mountain Ash, \((Sorbus.\)\)
WEEPING, \((Aucuparia Pendula.\)\) A beautiful tree, with straggling weeping branches, makes a fine tree for the lawn, suitable for covering arbors.

Poplar.
WEEPING, \((Tremulus Pendula.\)\) A fine variety of the Aspen-leaved, with a drooping habit.
Willow, (Salix.)

AMERICAN WEEPING, (Americana Pendula.) A very ornamental small weeping tree, when grafted standard high, forming a perfect fountain of foliage.

KILMARNOCK WEEPING WILLOW.

KILMARNOCK WEEPING, (Caprea Pendula.) New and distinct; with reddish shoots, and large glossy foliage; grafted standard high it makes a very beautiful, graceful small lawn tree, and should be in every collection. $1.00 to $2.00.

WEENING, (Babylonica.) Common, well known variety. 50 cents.
DECIDUOUS SHRUBS.

These are smaller, occupying less room than trees, are valuable for grouping on the lawn, for single plants in the door-yard, and, as they are all free flowering, are invaluable adornments for the garden; a good selection is indispensable in every collection.

Acacia Robinia.
ROSE, OR MOSS LOCUST, (Hispida.) An irregular spreading shrub, with mossy branches and large clusters of rose-colored flowers; blooms in July and at intervals through the season.

Althea Frutex, (Hibiscus Syriacus.)
ROSE OF SHARON.—These are fine, hardy, free growing and beautiful late flowering shrubs, blooming in August and September. The following are the most desirable sorts:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Double Purple</th>
<th>Double Blue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Double Red</td>
<td>Double White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double Pheasant-eyed</td>
<td>Paeonia Flowered</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Almond, (Amygdalus,)
DWARF DOUBLE, (Nanus Fl. Pl.) An old, but very beautiful shrub, covered in spring with small, double, rose-colored flowers.

Amelanchier, or Indian Cherry.
ALPINE, (Vulgaris.) A medium sized shrub, with glossy leaves, white flowers in May, followed by small purple fruit.

Berberry, (Berberis,)
COMMON, (Vulgaris.) Red fruited.
WHITE FRUITED, (Fructo Alba.)
PURPLE LEAVED, (Purpurea.) Very dark foliage, violet purple, beautiful. These are a very desirable class of shrubs, rich in variety of flower, leaf and habit, with showy yellow flowers in the spring, followed by showy fruit. The purple variety is especially valuable.

Caragana Altagana.
SIBERIAN PEA TREE.—A pretty shrub, with small, pale yellow, pea-shaped flowers in May.

Calycanthus.
Sweet-scented shrub, or Allspice.
CAROLINA, (Floridus,)
SMOOTH-LEAVED, (Lavigata.)
A favorite shrub, with fragrant wood and flowers, of a rich chocolate color, rich foliage, blossoming in June and at intervals throughout the season.

Clethra.
FRAGRANT, (Alnifolia.) One of the most beautiful shrubs, with spikes of white, fragrant flowers in August.
Colutea, or Bladder Senna.
   TREE, (Aborescens.) A large shrub, with small delicate foliage, and yellow pea-shaped flowers in June.

Corchorus—Kerria.
   JAPAN GLOBE FLOWER, (Japonica.) A slender, green branched shrub, covered with a profusion of globular yellow flowers from July to October. 25 cents.

Cornus, or Dogwood.
   RED BRANCHED, (Sanguinea.) Ornamental in winter, with its blood-red shoots.
   MASCOLA VARIEGATA.—A handsome, variegated variety of the Cornelian cherry, distinct and fine. $1.00.

Currant, (Ribes.)
   CRIMSON FLOWERING, (Sanguinea.) 25 cents.
   YELLOW FLOWERING, (Aurea.) 25 cents.

Currant, (Ribes.)
   GORDON'S, (Gordoni.) A pretty hybrid, with clusters of crimson and yellow flowers. 25 cents.
   These flowering currants are much esteemed, being of easy culture, and gay beautiful flowers in early spring.

Chaste Tree, (Vitec Agnus Castus.)
   A very small, dwarf, miniature tree, with fragrant wood.

Deutzia.
   WHITE FLOWERING, (Scabra.) A vigorous grower, and one of the most beautiful, profuse, white flowering shrubs. 25 cents.
   GRACEFUL, (Gracilis.) A charming, fine, small shrub, suitable for pot culture, perfectly hardy, a profuse bloomer and delicate, small, white flowers.
   VARIEGATED, (Gracilis Var.) A handsome variegated variety of the preceding.
   CRENATE-LEAVED, (Crenata.) A fine, strong growing shrub, and a profuse bloomer.
   DOUBLE FLOWERING CRENATE-LEAVED, (Crenata Fl. Pl.) A new double flowering variety of the preceding. A beautiful and valuable acquisition. [See page 17.]
   CANESCENS. A beautiful shrub, with white flowers. 25 cents.
   CALIFORNIAN, (Californica.) A good grower, and a fine bloomer.

Elder, (Sambucus.)
   CUT LEAVED, (Lasciniata.) A fine, parsley-leaved variety.
   VARIEGATED LEAVED, (Variegata.) Distinct and fine, with variegated foliage.
   Large, showy shrubs, quite ornamental.

Euonymus, Strawberry or Spindle Tree—Burning Bush.
   AMERICAN, (Americana.) A large shrub, highly ornamental in Autumn, covered with glowing crimson fruit.
   EUROPEAN, (Europea.) Berries rose-colored.
   BROAD LEAVED, (Latifolia.) Large, broad, shining leaves.
   WHITE FRUITED, (Fructa Alba.) White berries.

Filbert.
   PURPLE LEAVED, (Purpurea.) Very dark purplish foliage, making a striking and beautiful appearance. $1.00.
   Desirable for its curious and beautiful foliage, making a valuable addition to the lawn.
CRENATA FLORA PLENO. [See page 16.]
Forsythia or Golden Bell.

DEEP GREEN, (*Viridissima.*) A fine hardy shrub, with deep green leaves, and producing in the early spring a profusion of beautiful yellow flowers.

SUSPENSA. A straggling or trailing shrub of slender habit, with yellow flowers.

FORTUNE’S, (*Fortunei.*) A new and distinct variety, with golden yellow flowers early in spring; has deep green foliage, and quite upright in growth.

75 cents.

Halesia, or Silver Bell.

FOUR WINGED, (*Tetrapetra.*) A fine, large, and very ornamental shrub, with beautiful white, bell-shaped flowers, in great abundance in May.

Hop Tree—Trefoil Tree.

(*Ptelea Trifoliata.*) A large shrub or small tree of rapid growth, bearing an abundance of broad winged seeds, which serve as a substitute for Hops, if picked early.

Hypericum, or St. Johnsworth.

KALMIA, OR LAUREL LEAVED, (*Kalmianum.*) A fine, low shrub, very beautiful, producing an abundance of fine, bright yellow flowers in August. Succeeds best in the shade.

Hydrangea.

COMMON GARDEN, OR CHANGEABLE, (*Hortensis.*) A well known plant, admired for its large globular heads of flowers, changing sometimes from rose-color to blue.

OAK LEAVED, (*Quercifolia.*) A beautiful hardy shrub, with large handsome foliage, and large spikes of whitish flowers.

JAPAN, (*Japonica.*) Resembles the Hortensis, but more showy.

HEART LEAVED, (*Cordata.*) A fine, free blooming, large leaved, hardy shrub.

Itea Virginica.

A rather scarce but particularly pretty native shrub, although a swamp plant, cultivates well in dry ground; slender growth, with long spikes of white flowers.

Honeysuckle, Upright, (*Lonicera.*)

RED TARTARIAN, (*Tartarica.*)

WHITE TARTARIAN, (*Tartarica Alba.*)

PINK FLOWERING, (*Pulverulenta.*)

FRAGRANT, (*Odoratissima.*)

These are all beautiful hardy shrubs, blooming abundantly early in the spring, and are necessary in every good collection.

Lilac, (*Syringa.*)

CHARLES THE TENTH. A strong, rapid grower, with large shining leaves, and reddish purple flowers.

EMODES, (*Emodi.*) A free blooming sort, with fine and very large, delicate, purplish lilac flowers.

CHIONANTHUS LEAVED, (*Josihea.*) Has dark, shining leaves like the White Fringe tree, and purple flowers; fine and distinct.

CHINESE, (*Sinensis.*) Somewhat resembles the Persian; has fine reddish purple flowers.

DOUBLE PURPLE, (*Vulgaris Pleno.*) Similar to the common, but has a double row of petals.
Lilac, (Syringa.)

DUCHESS DE NEMOURS. Very light purple; distinct and fine.
RUBRA INSIGNIS. New and fine.
VIOLACEA FLORA PLENO. A variety of the Double Purple.
COMMON WHITE, (Vulgaris Alba.) Well known, a good strong grower, white flowers.

PERSIAN PURPLE, (Persica.) Has slender branches, smaller leaves, and smaller spikes of flowers than the preceding, and not so strong a grower.
PERSIAN WHITE, (Persica Alba.) Similar to the preceding, but with white flowers.

This class of plants are very desirable for their hardiness, fine foliage, and abundance of showy fragrant flowers, blooming in the latter end of May or beginning of June.

Leatherwood, (Dirca.)

COMMON, (Palustris.) A small shrub, with remarkably tough fibrous bark, and handsome light yellow flowers preceding the leaves, in early spring.

Mezereon Pink.

DAPHNE MEZEREON. A very pretty and desirable shrub, blooming very early in the spring, often in March.

Plum, (Prunus.)

THREE LOBED, (Trilobata,) A new Chinese plant, and a valuable addition to hardy shrubs; has in spring a great profusion of double flowers, of a delicate rose color, over an inch in diameter. It grows in a pyramidal form. §1.00.

Privet, or Prim.

COMMON, (Vulgare.) Often used as a hedge plant; has pretty spikes of white flowers, followed by bunches of black berries.
WHITE BERRIED. A variety with white berries.
BOX LEAVED, (Buxifolium.) Distinct and fine.
JAPAN, (Japonica.) New, very fine.

This class of shrubs deserves attention as an ornamental plant. Their fine white fragrant flowers and jet black berries always attract attention. It is compact and regular in form, grows freely in all soils and situations, does remarkably well in the shade, which prolongs the time of blooming, and also makes a very interesting group on the lawn.

Purple Fringe, or Venetian Sumach.

RHUS, (Cotinus.) A very much admired and conspicuous shrub, or small tree, with spreading habit so as to require considerable space. Covered in mid-summer with a profusion of dusky fringe-like flowers. Indispensable, from its striking peculiarity of flowering.

Quince, Japan, (Pyrus.)

[See page 20.]

SCARLET, (Japonica.) An old and esteemed variety, having a profusion of bright scarlet flowers in early spring, and one of the best hardy shrubs we have. Makes a beautiful and useful hedge.
BLUSH JAPAN, (Japonica Alba.) A beautiful variety of the preceding, with delicate white and blush flowers.

Snow Berry, (Symphoricarpos.)

ST. PETERSWORT, (Racemosa.) A common and well known shrub, quite ornamental when covered with its snow-white, waxy looking berries. 25 cents.
Snow Berry, (*Symphoricarpus.*)
RED FRUITED, OR INDIAN CURRANT, (*S. Vulgaris.*) Has red, coral-like fruit.
These plants make a good show in winter by their interesting fruit.

Stuartia.
WHITE FLOWERED, (*Pentagynia.*) A native shrub of large growth, and one of the most valuable and beautiful, with large, showy, white flowers in August, produced in great abundance, and resembling in appearance a fimbriated camelia. $1.00 to $2.00.

Silver Thorn, *Eleagnus,* (*Parvifolia.*)
A hardy variety of the Oleasters, with small silvery leaves, sweet flowers and pretty berries.
Spirea.

AUREA, (Opulifolia Aurea.) A conspicuous variety, with yellowish tinted foliage.

HAWTHORN LEAVED, (Crenata.) Of dwarf habits, has dull white flowers; blooms freely.

ELM LEAVED, (Ulmifolia.) Large round clusters of white flowers.

NICONDERT'S (Nicondertii.) Delicate small foliage; small spikes of white flowers in May.

CHINESE, (Sinensis.) Small, glossy leaves, large clusters of small white flowers; July and August.

SPREIA BILLARDI.

BILLARDI. Very pretty. Has pink or rose-colored flowers, and blooms nearly all summer.
Spirea.

CALLOSA, OR FORTUNEI. One of the most beautiful and distinct, with bright rose flowers in broad flat clusters, blossoms nearly all summer. CALLOSA ALBA. A new white flowering variety, of dwarf habit. Very fine. 75 cents.

**Prunifolia Fl. Pl.**

DOUBLE FLOWERING PLUM LEAVED, (*Prunifolia Fl. Pl.*) Very beautiful, double white, daisy-like flowers, blooming in May, very hardy, always fine, and in every way desirable.

GREMANDER LEAVED, (*Chamadrifolia.*) A handsome variety, with small wiry branches, covered in June with wreath-like clusters of small white flowers.

DOUGLASS (*Douglasii.*) Very handsome, with spikes of rose colored flowers in July and August.

MEADOW RUE LEAVED, (*Thalictroides.*) A fine shrub, with spreading slender branches, covered like wreaths with clusters of delicate, small, white flowers in May.

LANCE LEAVED, (*Lanceolata, or Reevesii.*) One of the finest in the whole collection, with narrow, pointed leaves, and beautiful round clusters of white flowers that cover the whole plant in May. [See page 23.]

LANCE LEAVED, DOUBLE, (*Lanceolata, or Reevesii Fl. Pl.*) A beautiful double flowering variety of the preceding.

WHITE BEAM TREE LEAVED, (*Ærifolia.*) A dense and bushy plant, covered with greenish white blossoms in July.
LANCEOLATA.—[See page 22.]

**Syringa,** *(Philadelphus.)*

GARLAND, OR MOCK ORANGE, *(Coronarius.)* A well known shrub, with fine, white, very fragrant flowers.

HEART LEAVED, *(Cordata.)* Has large flowers and heart-shaped leaves.

**Tamarisk,** *(Tamarix.)*

AFRICAN, *(Africana.)*

GERMAN, *(Germanica.)*

FRENCH, *(Gallica.)*

A handsome class of shrubs, with leaves somewhat like an Evergreen, and delicate small pink flowers, in spikes, during the spring and summer.

**Viburnum,**

SNOW BALL, OR GUELDER ROSE, *(Opulus.)* A well known and favorite shrub, of large size, with globular clusters of white flowers in June.

WAYFARING TREE, OR LANTANA LEAVED, *(Lantanoides.)* A large robust shrub; with large clusters of white flowers in May; and soft, hoary foliage, which it retains until very late.

PLICATUM. New and beautiful, like a miniature snow-ball. $1.00.

**White Fringe Tree,** *(Chionanthus.)*

VIRGINIAN, *(Virginica.)* One of the best large shrubs or small tree, with superb foliage, and delicate fringe-like, greenish white flowers. 75 cents.

**Weigela,** *(Diervilla.)*

ROSE COLORED, *(Rosea.)* This beautiful and hardy Chinese shrub is most valuable, bearing in May a great profusion of rose colored flowers, which clothe every shoot. [See page 24.]
WEIGELA ROSEA AND ROSE BUDS.—[See page 23]
**Wiegela, (Dervilla.)**

**LOVELY, OR SPLENDENS, (Amabilis.)** Of a much stronger growth, larger flowers and foliage, and a free bloomer.

**WHITE, (Alba.)** Whitish flowers, distinct and very desirable.

**VARIATEGATED LEAVED, (Fol. Variegata.)** Leaves bordered with yellowish white, finely marked; flowers bright pink.

**VAN HOUTII.** Shaded with rose, and spotted with pure white.

**ISOLEXE.** Beautiful white flowers, shaded with yellow.

**VARIEGATED LEAVED, (Fol. Variegata.)** Leaves bordered with yellowish white, finely marked; flowers bright pink.

**STRIATA.** Flowers striped with white, and spotted with red.

**STELZERI, (Rosea Var.)** Reddish purple, a remarkable free bloomer; Superb.

**HORTEXIS XIVEA.** A perfectly showy white variety of this popular shrub, the flowers being clear enough for choicest winter bouquets; leaves rugose and quite distinct; an invaluable acquisition. 75 cents.

---

**CLIMBING PLANTS, SHRUBS AND VINES.**

These are very desirable for covering arbors, buildings and unsightly objects.

**American Ivy, (Ampelopsis.)**

**VIRGINIA CREEPER, (A hederacea.)** A valuable climber, fastening itself to anything it touches; flourishing in any soil, of rapid growth; digitate leaves, of a fine green in summer, changing to the richest crimson scarlet in the autumn.

**Birthwort, or Dutchman's Pipe, (Aristolochia.)**

**COMMON, OR TUBE FLOWERED, (Sipho.)** A superb climber with handsome, very large, dark green foliage; and curious pipe-shaped, yellowish brown flowers. $1.00.

**Bignonia, or Trumpet Flower.**

**SCARLET, (Radicans.)** A splendid climber, vigorous and hardy, with clusters of large trumpet-shaped scarlet flowers in August.

**LARGE FLOWERED, (Grandiflora.)** A magnificent vine with large flowers, but not so hardy.

**BLACKBERRY, CUT LEAVED.** A fine ornamental leaved, trailing plant; fruit good.

**Celastrus, or Staff Tree.**

**CLIMBING BITTERSWEET, (Scandens.)** A native climbing or twining plant, with large foliage and yellow flowers, particularly striking by its clusters of orange capsuled berries in autumn and winter. Of rapid growth, some 10 or 12 feet in a season.

**Cissus.**

**QUINQUIFOLIA VARIEGATA.** A handsome and conspicuous running vine, like a grape, with variegated leaves, very distinct and fine, and has small clusters of dark colored fruit.
Clematis, or Virgin’s Bower.

JACKMAN. Nothing can surpass the beauty of this vine, profusely and continuously covered with large flowers of an intense violet purple, richly veined; beyond comparison; superior to all others; it is very vigorous, hardy, and free flowering. 75 cents.

AMERICAN WHITE, (Virginica.) A rapid growing and ornamental vine, covered with white flowers in August.

PURPLE FLOWERED, (Viticella.)

BLUE FLOWERED, (Cerulea.)

HENDERSON’S, (Hendersonii.) Large blue flowers.

These are all elegant slender branched varieties of climbers, with pretty flowers of different colors, and some of them quite fragrant.

Grape Vines, (Vitis.)

The American hardy varieties having large, luxuriant foliage, and being of such a rapid, vigorous growth, are valuable for covering arbors, trellises, &c. For varieties see Fruit Catalogue.

Honeysuckles, (Lonicea.)

MONTHLY FRAGRANT, OR DUTCH, (L. Belgica.) Blooms freely during the summer; flowers striped and fragrant.

YELLOW TRUMPET, (Flava.) Bright yellow flowers, distinct and pretty.

SCARLET TRUMPET MONTHLY, (Sempervirens.) Has scarlet flowers, grows strongly, and is very showy.

HALLEANA. A strong and vigorous grower, covered from June till November with very fragrant flowers; pure white changing to yellow.

JAPAN GOLDEN LEAVED, (Aurea Reticulata.) One of the most beautiful variegated climbers ever introduced; leaves of bright green, netted all over with golden yellow veins. Beautifully adapted as a bedding plant, for hanging baskets and for pot culture.

Ivy, (Hedera.)

IRISH, (Hibernica.) The well known old, and popular sort.

VARIEGATED LEAVED, (Fol. Argentea.) With smaller leaves than the preceding.

The Ivies being evergreen, often suffer in winter if exposed to the sun, and should, therefore, be planted on the North side of a wall or building.

Periploca.

VIRGINIAN SILK, (Greeca.) An attractive and rapid growing climber, will twine around a tree or other support; has glossy leaves and curious brown flowers.

Roses.

Prairie and other sorts. See Special List.

Vinca, or Periwinkle.

RUNNING MYRTLE, (Minor.) The common sort, with dark glossy leaves and blue flowers.

VARIEGATED LEAVED, (Variegata.) Distinctly marked.

These are well adapted for shady grounds, which they cover with their creeping stems and glossy, myrtle-like leaves.

Wistaria, (Glycine.)

CHINESE, (Sinensis.) A most beautiful climber of rapid growth, and producing long pendulous clusters of pale blue flowers. When well established makes an enormous growth; is very hardy, and one of the most superb vines ever introduced. $1.00.
**Wisteria, (Glycine.)**

**CHINESE WHITE, (Sinensis Alba.)** A new and valuable sort, with clusters of white flowers. $2.00.

**AMERICAN, (Frutescens.)** A native variety, of less vigorous habit, and smaller clusters of light blue fragrant flowers. 75 cents.

**MAGNIFICA.** A vigorous, perfectly hardy variety, with graceful foliage, and dense drooping racemes of pale lilac flowers. $1.00.

---

**EVERGREEN TREES.**

This class comprises those which have proved hardy in this section. Many very beautiful trees might be added to the list, but have been omitted because they are not sufficiently hardy for general cultivation. Some of these are slow growing trees or shrubs, attaining from four to six feet in height. All are very beautiful, and ought to be more cultivated.

**Arbor Vitae, (Thuja.)**

**AMERICAN, (Occidentalis.)** A vigorous grower, with flat, light green foliage, excellent and valuable for hedges. Often called White Cedar.

**CHINESE, OR ORIENTAL, (Orientalis.)** A smaller growing, but very pretty tree, with dense, flat, light green foliage; becomes brown in winter.

**GOLDEN, (Aurea.)** Similar to the preceding, with a yellowish hue, very charming; beautiful and hardy. $1.00.

**GIGANTIC, (Gigantea.)** A gigantic growing tree, from the Northwest coast with long branches, and dark green foliage. $1.00 to $2.00.

**SIBERIAN, (Siberica.)** One of the hardiest, best and most valuable of the Arbor Vitae. Growth compact, of a fine pyramidal shape, very dark green foliage, holding its color well, admirably adapted for a lawn tree, and very highly ornamental. 50 cents to $1.00. [See page 28.]

**TARTARIAN, (Tartarica.)** A very pretty tree, similar to the Chinese, but with more horizontal branches. 75 cents.

**PLICATE, (Plicata.)** A variety from Nootka Sound; distinct and fine, with dark green color. 75 cents.

**Heath.**

**HEATH LEAVED AMERICAN, (Occidentalis Ericoides.)** A remarkable and beautiful little evergreen shrub, with Heath-like leaves, very dwarf and compact. A very great acquisition, and very desirable. $1.00. [See page 28.]

**Cephalotaxus.**

**FORTUNE'S, (Fortunei.)** A fine Chinese Evergreen tree, with foliage similar to the Yew, but longer, and of the deepest green, nearly hardy. $1.00 to $2.00.

**Cypress, (Cupressus.)**

**LAWSON'S, (Lawsoniana.)** One of the most beautiful evergreens, resembling the Thujopsis, but with more delicate foliage, and a more dense and drooping habit. $1.00 to $2.00.
SIBERIAN ARBOR VIT.E.—[See page 27.]
AMERICAN HEATH LEAVED ARBOR VITÆ.—[See page 27.]

Cypress, (*Cupressus.*

**Nootka Sound,** (*Nootka or Thujopsis Borealis.*)

One of the finest evergreens, with something of the appearance of the Arbor Vitæ, with delicate bluish green foliage; hardy, and makes a beautiful tree. $1.00.

**Juniper,** (*Juniperus.*

**Virginian,** (*Virginica.*) **THE RED CEDAR.** A well known American tree, with fine, deep green foliage, and makes a fine ornamental hedge plant.

**Pyramidal,** (*Pyramidalis.*) A handsome upright variety of the Red Cedar, with fine, light green foliage; very graceful. 75 cents.

**Common English,** (*Communis.*) A compact, small growing tree; handsome.

**Irish,** (*Hibernica.*) Very erect and tapering in its growth, forming a column of deep green foliage; a pretty little tree or shrub, and for its beauty and hardihood is a general favorite. $1.00 to $2.00.

**Swedish Dwarf.** A small shrub with compact spreading branches; very beautiful and desirable. $1.00.

**Swedish,** (*Suecia.*) Similar to the Irish, though different, with bluish green foliage; forming a beautiful pyramidal small tree. $1.00.

**Common American,** (*Canadensis.*) A free growing, fine tree, somewhat resembling the Swedish.

**Savin,** (*Sabina.*) A spreading low tree or shrub, with very dark foliage; thriving in the poorest soils.

**Scaly Leaved,** (*Squamata.*) A very striking, hardy variety, spreading widely upon the ground and forming a very handsome evergreen bed. $1.
Pines, \((\text{Pinus})\)

**AUSTRIAN, OR BLACK, \((\text{Austriaca})\)** A very robust and hardy tree, with long, stiff and dark green leaves of very rapid growth, and one of the most valuable and picturesque species for general planting.

**SCOTCH, \((\text{Sylvestris})\)** A very rapid grower, and good tree, with strong shoots and silvery foliage; much used for sheltering plantations.

**WHITE, \((\text{Strobus})\)** The most ornamental of all our native Pines, with an erect habit, and remarkably graceful, silvery green foliage; flourishing in the poorest soils, and deserves a place in the grounds of every planter.

**MOUNTAIN, \((\text{Montana})\)** A new, hardly Dwarf Pine, now coming into great reputation, and thought to be a valuable acquisition. $1.00.

**Spruce Fir, \((\text{Abies})\)**

**NORWAY, \((\text{Excelsa})\)** A lofty, elegant tree, of perfect pyramidal habit, remarkably elegant and rich, and as it gets age, has fine graceful pendulous branches; is exceedingly picturesque and beautiful. Very popular, and deservedly so, and should be largely planted. One of the best evergreens for hedges. (See page 31.)
NORWAY SPRUCE.

[See page 31.]
Spruce Fir, (*Abies.*)

WHITE AMERICAN, (*Alba.*) Similar to the Norway, with light colored bark and pointed silvery bluish leaves and small cones.

BLACK, OR DOUBLE, (*Nigra.*) Leaves of a bluish green color, short and stiff, giving the tree, when of size, a very rich and rather dark and sombre hue, contrasting finely with the other varieties.

HEMLOCK, (*Cana densis.*) The most graceful and ornamental of all evergreens, with delicate dark green foliage and drooping branches, heightened in spring by the lively green of the young growth. Makes an elegant lawn tree, and is fine for hedges.

MENZIE'S, (*Menziesii.*) A new, fine and very distinct variety, of peculiar beauty. Leaves under side silvery white, upper side pale green,—main branches rigid upright growth, smaller branches somewhat drooping, giving it a strikingly variegated appearance; wood deep chestnut brown. Vigorous grower. $1.50 to $2.00.

Silver Fir, (*Picea.*)

EUROPEAN, (*Pectinata.*) A tree of stately growth, with long horizontal branches, and broad silvery foliage; quite handsome and desirable. $1.00.

BALSAM FIR, (*Balsamea.*) A popular American Fir, of rapid growth, very hardy, with dark green silvery foliage, making a symmetrical tree, handsome when young.

SIBERIAN, (*Pichta.*) The Siberian Silver Fir is of handsome form, beautiful dark foliage, and a perfectly hardy tree of the second size; every way desirable. $2.00.

Yew, (*Taxus.*)

ERECT ENGLISH, (*Baccata Erecta.*) A very fine pyramidal variety of the English Yew, with dark green foliage; hardy and desirable. $1.00.

ELEGANTISSIMA, OR GOLDEN. A beautiful gold leaved variety, hardy. $1.00 to $2.00.

Yew, (*Podocarpus.*)

THE BROAD LEAVED, (*Japonica.*) A very handsome and nearly hardy pyramidal tree of the second size, somewhat resembling the Irish Yew. $1.00 to $2.00.

---

**EVERGREEN SHRUBS.**

Aucuba, (*Japan Gold Dust Tree.*)

JAPAN, (*Japonica.*) A very striking and beautiful shrub, with large, glossy gold blotched leaves. Not hardy; requiring to be kept in the house or cellar during the winter.

Arbor Vitæ, (*Thuja.*)

HEATH LEAVED, AMERICAN, (*Ericoides Occidentalis.*) A charming little dwarf evergreen, with neat, small foliage; very hardy and every way desirable. $1.00.

HEATH LEAVED, (*Ericoides.*) A nice, compact little evergreen, somewhat similar to the preceding. $1.00.

GLOBE, (*Globosa.*) A new variety of the American; forms a dense, round little shrub; a valuable acquisition. $1.00.
Ashberry, (Mahonia.)

HOLLY LEAVED, (Aquifolia.) A most beautiful shrub, with glossy holly-like leaves, which change to brown green in winter, with clusters of bright yellow flowers in May. Very hardy, and makes a good hedge.

CREEPING ROOTED, (Repens.) A dwarf variety, very similar in appearance to preceding.

Box, (Buxus.)

DWARF, (Suffruticosa.) The well known variety used for edging. 25 to 50 cents per yard.

TREE BOX. Broad leaved, (Sinensis Latifolia.)
- Narrow leaved, (Senensis Angustifolia.)
- Silver striped leaved, (Arborescens Angustifolia.)
- Japan, (Japonica.) New and fine.

Fine shrubs, or small trees for the lawn and small places, thriving better when planted somewhat in the shade.

Daphne, (Cneorum.)

An elegant dwarf evergreen shrub; flowers deep pink, in clusters; very fragrant. Blooms in early spring and again in the fall, and is one of the best evergreen shrubs we have. $1.00.

Euonymus.

NARROW, OR FLAX LEAVED, (Linifolius.) A very dwarf, free flowering and handsome variety.

The following are all beautiful evergreen shrubs, with large glossy foliage, not quite hardy here, requiring a little protection.

GREEN LEAVED, (Japonicus.) Has bright green foliage.

SILVER STRIPED LEAVED, (Japonicus fol. Argenteus.) Large green leaves edged with white.

VARIEGATED WHITE, (Japonicus Latifolius Albo Var.) Large green and white leaves, very distinct and handsomely marked, and the finest of all. $1.00.

Holly, (Ilex.)

AMERICAN, (Opaca.) A hardy native tree; has deep scarlet berries all winter, does best partially shaded. $1.00.

EUROPEAN, in varieties. A collection of fine sorts, all desirable and beautiful. Require a shady situation. $1.00 to $2.00.

Juniper, (Juniperus.)

SAVIN, (Sabina.) A low spreading shrub.

IRISH, (Hibernica.) A small, pretty, compact, upright shrub. $1.00.

SWEDISH, (Suecia.) A handsome conical tree. $1.00.

SCALY LEAVED, (Squamata.) Low and spreading upon the ground. $1.00.

ERICOIDES. A pretty little evergreen with Heath-like leaves. $1.00.

SWEDISH DWARF. A dwarf, compact spreading sort, quite ornamental.

PYRACANTHA, white berried. This evergreen thorn is a low, bushy shrub, of compact, dwarf habit, retaining its foliage well.

Rhododendron.

PONTICUM, in varieties. A good collection of very fine plants. $1.00 to $2.00.

These are the most magnificent of all evergreen shrubs, with rich green foliage and superb clusters of flowers. They flourish best in a peaty soil and somewhat shaded situation, and will well repay all the care that may be bestowed in preparing a bed suited to their wants.
HEDGE PLANTS.

EVERGREEN.

Arbor Vitæ, assorted sizes.
Norway Spruce, “ “
Red Cedar, “ “
Mahonia Aquifolia.

DECIDUOUS.

Buckthorn.
Privet.
Pyrus Japonica.
Honey Locust.
Osage Orange.
Dwarf Box, for edging, per yard, 25 to 50 cents.

ROSES.

HYBRID PERPETUAL OR REMONTANT ROSES.

These are the most attractive of all roses, blooming continuously for six months in the year, this peculiarity gives them a claim on the attention of all lovers of this favorite flower. The colors are of all shades, from pure white to fiery crimson, and passing from the two extremes they are of all shades of scarlet, crimson or blush.

All roses need high culture; the soil should be rich and deep; they require to be severely pruned of all weak shoots, and the strong ones cut back to induce new growth. All are hardy or nearly so, but will be benefited by a slight covering of leaves or branches in extreme cold weather.

Abel Grand—Beautiful silvery rose; glossy and clear in color; large and full; a good grower and profuse bloomer. New. $1.00.
Adele Mauze—Rose color tinged with lilac; large and full, blooms in clusters.
Admiral Nelson—Bright carmine; large and fine.
Adolphe Noblet—Brilliant crimson; cupped and double.
Alexandrine Bachmeteff—Deep brilliant rose, very large and full; vigorous grower and free bloomer.
Alexandrine de Belfroy—Rosy lilac; very full, double and large.
Alfred de Rougemont—Deep velvety purplish crimson, new and beautiful.
Alfred Colomb—Bright, fiery red, large, full and globular; one of the best dark red roses that has been introduced of late; very effective; superb. New. $1.00.
Andrew Leroy d'Angers—Very dark velvety purple, large and full; finely formed; very distinct. $1.00.
Anne de Dresback—Rosy carmine; very large and fine form.
Auguste Mie—Light, glossy pink; a large, free-growing and globular rose; fine habit and a free bloomer.
Augustine Mouchelet—Rosy crimson, center carmine; blooms in clusters; a free grower, and a fine old rose.

Baronne de Rothschild—Brilliant crimson scarlet; large and fine. $1.00.

Baronne Hallez—Dark red, sometimes deep crimson; perfect form, very fine.

Baronne Prevost—Brilliant rose; large and full; a vigorous grower and free bloomer. One of the oldest and best.

Baronne de Claperede—Fine, brilliant carmine; good form.

Beauty of Waltham—Beautiful, light crimson; very large and double; very distinct; a full bloomer, one of the best.

Belle Normandie—Lavender blush, very large, full and fine form; magnificent. New. $1.00.

Blanche Vibert—Yellowish white; medium size, and a free bloomer.

Camille Bernardin—Beautiful bright red, bordercd with white; large, full, fine form, very fragrant. $1.00. New.

Cardinal Patrizzi—Rich, dark, velvety crimson; moderate size; well formed, beautiful and distinct.

Caroline de Sansel—Pale flesh color; large and full, beautiful, and of vigorous growth; a magnificent variety.

Collardeau— Violet red; fine, and a free bloomer.

Catharine Guillot—Bright rosy pink; compact, fine form; blooms in clusters.

Charles Lefevre—Fine, brilliant, velvety crimson; large and superb. $1.00.

Charles Rouillard—Beautiful, very bright rose; large, full, and of perfect form; extra fine. New; $1.00.

Claude Million—Velvety, crimson scarlet; large and full, beautiful.

Coquette des Alpes—White, centre slightly shaded with carmine; flowers large and finely formed; vigorous grower and profuse bloomer; superb. $1.00. New.

Deuil du Prince Albert—Large, blackish crimson. $1.00.

Doctor Arnal—Bright crimson; fine form, large and double; good grower, free bloomer, and one of the best.

" Lindley—Bright red; large and full, and a good grower.

" Henon—Creamy white; flowers full, moderate size; free growth, distinct and beautiful.

Doctor Marx—Carmine; very large and full; a most excellent free-growing rose.

Duchesse d'Orleans—Lavender blush; large, double and fine; vigorous growth.

" de Sutherland—Bright glossy pink, changing to pale rose; good habit; a beautiful rose, and of vigorous growth.

Duchesse de Montpensier—Rosy blush; full, rather small; very pretty.

" " Nemours—Pale rose; full and double, and a vigorous grower.

" " Magenta—Pure white, with flesh colored centre.

Edward Jesse—Light purplish rose; large, fine and vigorous.

Empereur Napoleon III.—Velvety scarlet and crimson; a most attractive flower, but not of the best shape.

Eugene Appert—Scarlet crimson; cupped and double, very fine.

Eveque de Nimes—Deep vivid crimson; very fine.

Felix Genero—Beautiful violet rose; large, full and of fine form; a fine flower. New; $1.00.

Francois Treyve—Dark, shining scarlet; form of the old cabbage rose; a good grower and free bloomer; superb. $1.00; new.

Francois Lacharme—Bright rosy carmine; large, full, globular, and beautifully formed; a free bloomer. $1.00.
Francis the First—Cherry red, shaded; double and fine.

Geant des Batallies (Giant of Battles)—Brilliant crimson; large and full; very fragrant; dwarf habit; free bloomer, and a very popular rose.

General Dupuy—Crimson, violet tinted; large and double; a moderate grower.

“Jacqueminot—Brilliant scarlet crimson; a superb glowing color; a free bloomer, and of free growth.

General Sim’son—Bright carmine; moderate size; full and very fragrant; free growth; beautiful rose, of good habit.

General Washington—Brilliant rosy crimson; large, double and very fine form; a good grower, free bloomer, and one of the finest roses in the collection; magnificent.

Gloire de Chantillon—Brilliant crimson; very fine. $1.00.

Glory of Santenay—Intense crimson scarlet; large, double, and a superb rose.

Gloire de Lyon—Very dark purplish crimson; medium size, very fine.

Henri IV.—Deep purplish crimson; finely shaped and a free bloomer.

Hippolyte Flandrin—Beautiful bright rose; very large, full, and of the finest form; of good habit, free bloomer; superb. New; $1.00.

Jacques Lafitte—Deep rose; large and well shaped, and a very strong grower.

Joasine Hanet—Reddish purple; full and double; blooms in clusters.

John Hopper—Rose, with rosy crimson centre; a very finely formed flower; of large size, and truly magnificent; a good grower, free bloomer, and one of the best in the collection.

Josephine Robert—Clear rose color; fine form.

Jean Touvais—Dazzling crimson; large, full and finely cupped; beautiful. $1.00.

Joseph Vernet—Medium size; light rose color; full and double. $1.00; new.

Jules Margottin—Bright purplish carmine; large, full and beautiful.

La Reine—Deep rosy lilac; very large and double; a vigorous grower and a free bloomer.

Le Rhone—Brillian scarlet, very vivid; large and double; one of the best.

Lady Alice Peel—Rosy carmine; large and fine.

Lady Emily Peel—White, occasionally edged with carmine; cupped and double; blooms very freely in the fall.

Laurent Heister—Dark red; large and double, perfect shape, and strong grower.

L’Enfant du Mont Carmel—Purplish crimson; large, full and perfect; vigorous growth.

Leopold Premier—Brilliant crimson; very large, full, perfect in form; vigorous growth. An extra fine new rose. $1.00.

Lion des Combats—Reddish scarlet; brilliant and showy.

Lord Palmerston—Bright rosy carmine, brilliant and fine.

“Clyde—Crimson, shaded with purple; large and very double; very vigorous; a superb new rose. $1.00.

Lord Raglan—Fiery crimson, shaded with purple; large and finely formed. A superb rose, and a vigorous grower.

Lord Macauley—Brilliant velvety crimson; large, full, fine shape. $1.00.

Louis Bonaparte—Rosy crimson; very large, full and sweet.

“Chaix—Brilliant crimson; large and full; a fine bloomer and a superb rose.

“Van Houtte—Rosy crimson, shaded with fiery scarlet; large, full and of fine form; a superb new rose. $1.00.

Louis Odier—Bright rose; large and full, fine form, beautiful, and a vigorous grower.
Louis D. Arzans—White; large, cupped and double; very fine. $1.00.
Madame Alfred de Rougemont—White, shaded with rose; fine form, and a free bloomer.
Madame Boll—Brilliant rose; very large and full.
    "Boutin—Bright dazzling crimson; large, double, and fine form; a profuse bloomer; superb.
Madame Chas. Wood—Vivid crimson, shaded with purple; very large and fine.
Madame Cirrodde—Magnificent clear rose, beautifully imbricated; large, double, splendid form; extra fine. New; $1.00.
Madame Julia Darin—Rose, shaded with lilac.
    "Damene—Reddish violet rose; large, full, fine and vigorous.
    "de Trotter—Bright red; very full.
    "Desire Giraud—Light carmine, violet tint; very fine.
    "Ernest Dreol—Deep rose, beautifully shaded; large and double.
    "Freeman—Pale flesh, changing to white; large, cupped; very perfect.
    "Henrietta Dubus—Rose, shaded with purple; very fine, and double.
    "Knorr—Blush, with rose centre; large and fine form.
    "Laffay—Deep brilliant rose; large and full, and a vigorous grower; one of the oldest and best.
Madame Rivers—Pale rose, imbricated; fine form, and blooms freely.
    "Victor Verdier—Bright cherry rose; large, compact and finely cupped; blooms in clusters; a free bloomer.
Mademoiselle Jeannie Marix—Splendid bright rose; large, full and of fine form; a beautiful rose. New; $1.00.
Madame Marie Rady—Brigt red, bordered with white; very large and double. New; $1.00.
Marquise Bocella—Rosy blush, nearly white; a dwarf grower, but profuse bloomer, and a fine, old variety.
Marquise d'Ailsa—Large, fine deep rose; sweet, and a good variety.
Marechal Suchet—Bright scarlet; very large and double.
    "Vaillant—Bright crimson; very large and double; very fine.
Maurice Bernardin—Brilliant vermillion; large and double, and very fine.
Monte Christo—Blackish purple, painted or flushed with scarlet.
Monsieur Noman—Delicate rose color, bordered with white; large, full, well formed; a good grower and a fine rose. $1.00; new.
Panachee d'Orleans—Flesh color, distinctly striped with pale rose; very fine.
Pæonia—Deep brilliant crimson; very large and double; a free bloomer and vigorous grower.
Palais de Cristal—Flesh color, shaded with rose.
Peter Lawson—Deep crimson, exceedingly rich and velvety; large and double.
Pie IX. (Pius the Ninth.)—Deep purplish crimson; large, fine form; a vigorous grower, profuse bloomer, and one of the very best.
Portland Blanche—Pure white; large, fine and full.
Pourpre d'Orleans—Velvety purple.
Poniatowskii—Fine purplish crimson; distinct and good.
Prince Albert—Bright purple; large and full; very fragrant; a fine bloomer and one of the best old roses of this class.
Prince Camille de Rohan—Rich velvety maroon, shaded with deep red; a large, fine, superb rose. $1.00.
Prince Leon Kotschoubey—Bright red, clouded; large, full and superb. $1.00.
Princess Mathilde—Rich velvety maroon; medium size, well shaped; a free bloomer and a very fine rose.
Princess of Wales—Light vermilion; beautifully cupped. $1.00.
Professor Koch—Rich deep crimson; a magnificent rose.
President Lincoln—Deep scarlet crimson, beautifully imbricated; large and full.
President Mass—Bright, velvety red; very large and full. New; $1.00.
Reine des Violettes.—Reddish violet, very double, fine form, vigorous grower.
“ du Midi—Beautiful delicate rose, large, full and finely cupped; a free bloomer, vigorous grower and a first-class rose.
Reynolds Hole.—Bright pink, cupped, large and double.
Richard Smith.—A vigorous grower, profuse bloomer, blooming in large clusters, and one of the best.
Robin Hood.—Rosy carmine; beautiful form, and fine rose.
Robert de Brie.—Salmon pink; medium size, well shaped and double.
Robert Fortune.—Bright red; very fragrant.
Senator Vaisse.—Dazzling crimson scarlet; large, double and finely shaped. $1.00.
Souvenir de Levison Gower.—Deep red; fine form, very large, fragrant and a free grower, superb.
Souvenir de la Reine des Belges.—Rosy carmine; very fine, a free bloomer.
“ de Charles Montault.—Brilliant fiery crimson, large and double; beautiful.
Sœur des Anges.—Delicate rosy flesh color, changing to pure white; very fine. $1.00. New.
Standard of Marengo.—Brilliant crimson; fine shaped, beautiful. $1.00
Sydonie.—Blush; large and fine; distinct; a vigorous grower.
Triomphe de L'Exposition.—Fine rosy crimson; large, fine form, and a vigorous grower; very showy.
Triomphe de Paris.—Dark purplish red; very large and full; handsome and distinct; a good grower.
Triomphe de Beaute.—Deep rose color, blooming in large clusters.
Turenna.—Brilliant red, large, smooth petals, fine form; blooms in clusters.
Vicomtesse Douglass.—Light rose, large and fine form, very distinct in color; a beautiful rose. New. $1.00.
Victor Verdi.—Rose, shaded with carmine; very large, and fine form; superb.
Victoria.—Pale blush, nearly white; large, full and double, a free bloomer and a vigorous grower.
Vulcan.—Purplish violet, shaded with black; very dark and distinct.
William Griffith—Rosy lilac; cupped and perfect form; very handsome and a vigorous grower; one of the best.
Xavier Olibo—Velvet black, shaded with amaranth; large and full; a vigorous grower; superb. New. $1.00.

BOURBON ROSES.

These are among the most desirable, being continual bloomers, of vigorous and rapid growth. They require some protection during winter.
Appoline—Large, delicate rose, shaded and full; a profuse bloomer.
Blanche Lafitte—Pale flesh color, full and beautiful.
Decandolle—Violet purple, imbricated; vigorous grower, free bloomer, and very fine.
Duchesse de Thuringe—White, with a slight lilac tinge.
Etoile de Matin—Deep violet, changing to rose; full and fine.
George Peabody—Rich, dark velvet crimson, shaded with scarlet; one of the best of this class.
Hermosa—Large; pale rose; full and double; a free grower and a profuse bloomer.
Jupiter—Beautiful deep velvety crimson; one of the deepest colored of this class.
Leveson Gower—Salmon rose; large and full; a beautiful, free blooming variety.
Louis Margottin—Delicate satin rose, fine form, a free bloomer, and a superb new rose.
Madam Desprez—Rosy lilac, large and full, blooms in clusters.
Madam de Stella—Bright light rose, large, full and perfect in form, beautifully cupped; a splendid new rose.
Mrs. Bosanquet—Delicate flesh-color; large, fine and perfect form, a profuse and constant bloomer; one of the best.
Omer Pacha—Scarlet crimson, fine and vigorous; one of the very best.
Paul Joseph—Deep rosy crimson, good form, constant bloomer, dwarf habit.
Phoenix—Bright purplish red, distinct and fine.
Pierre de St. Cyr—Pale red; large and double, a strong grower.
Queen of the Bourbons—Fawn and rose; quite distinct and beautiful; a profuse bloomer.
Sir J. Paxton—Bright rose, crimson shaded; large, full and fine, and a very vigorous grower.
Souvenir de la Malmaison—Pale flesh-color, shaded with fawn; very large, full and beautiful; a free grower; one of the most desirable roses grown.

NOISETTE ROSES.

These are the finest of Autumnal bloomers, and are distinguished by flowering in clusters. They are not quite hardy, requiring a little protection during severe winters.
America—Creamy yellow, tinged with Salmon, very fragrant; a vigorous grower, and a free bloomer.
Aimee Vibert—Pure white, beautiful, blooms in very large clusters; a fine, old rose, and one of the hardiest of this class.
Augusta—Sulphur yellow; large and full, very fragrant, a strong grower; similar to, if not identical with, Solfaterre.
Beauty of Greenmount—Bright clear carmine; very full, and profuse bloomer, flowering in large clusters; a vigorous grower.
Caroline Marinesse—Creamy white; small, very double, blooms in large clusters; a pretty rose and free grower.
Celine Forestier—Light yellow, medium size, fragrant; a vigorous grower, and a profuse bloomer.
Cloth of Gold, (Chromatella.) Rich, deep yellow; large, double, fragrant, and a vigorous grower.
Euphrosyne—Pale rose, with a fawn tint; a free bloomer and a good grower; very fragrant.
Fellemberg—Bright rose; a fine pillar rose; not full.
Isabella Gray—Deep golden yellow; fragrant; requires a warm situation and dry weather to open in perfection; quite tender.
Jaune Desprez—Rosy orange buff, very fragrant and fine.
Lamarque—Creamy white, very large and full; a vigorous grower, and a splendid rose, fragrant.

Madam Deslongchamps—Pale flesh, tinged with yellow; large; a vigorous grower.

Madam Massot—Pale blush, nearly white; fine form; an excellent rose.

Narcisse—Pale yellow, fragrant and beautiful.

Ophire—Deep chamoise-color, tinged with red; distinct and beautiful; a vigorous grower.

Phaloe—Creamy white, changing to blush, very fine.

Woodland Marguerite—Pure white, very fragrant; large and double, in large clusters; a free bloomer and vigorous grower.

Yellow—Sulphur yellow, a fine rose, but rather a poor bloomer.

**TEA ROSES.**

These are the sweetest of all roses. The flowers are large and very delicate in their colors. They are more tender than those of any other class, requiring the protection of a house or pit in winter. They are very desirable.

Adam—Rosy blush, very large; fine and showy.

Bougere—Salmon rose, bronzed; very large and full; a free grower, and a distinct fine rose.

Clara Sylvain—Pure white, changing to blush, perfect shape; large and very fine.

Devoniensis—Light straw color, with buff centre; large and very fine; one of the best.

Gloire de Dijon—Bronzy yellow, with orange centre; very large and double and distinct; free grower, and one of the best.

General Tartas—Deep rose, large and double; a great bloomer, and a free grower.

Gobault—Bright shaded rose.

Homer—Rosy pink, shaded with salmon; fine form and free bloomer.

Isabella Sprunt—A sport from Safrano, of a clear sulphur yellow color; exquisite in bud, and a beautiful rose. An exceedingly vigorous grower and free bloomer; new, and a great acquisition. $1.00.

Jaune d’or—Large, full and globular, color very fine; an improvement on Gloire de Dijon; a superb new flower. $1.00.

Marechal Neil—Very bright rich golden yellow; very large, full and perfect form; the petals are extra large, and of good substance; of vigorous growth, and a free bloomer. This is unquestionably the finest of all yellow Tea roses truly magnificent. $1.00.

Madame Bravay—White, with rose centre; large and fine.

Niphetos—Pale lemon, large, globular, very handsome and good.

Safrano—Fawn, shaded with rose; very handsome; a strong grower and a free bloomer.

Sombreuil—White, shaded with rose; large, double and very fine; a good grower and a free bloomer.

Triomphé de Luxembourg—Rosy buff and salmon; very large and full, of good habit; very fine.

Vicomtesse de Cazes—Yellow, shaded with copper; distinct, large, full and fine.

White Tea—Pure white; a free bloomer.
Yellow Tea—An old and popular rose; very fragrant; straw color, very fine bud.

**CHINA, OR BENGAL ROSES.**

These are very appropriate for beds, on account of their dwarf habit of growth. They bloom all through the season in the open ground, and may be protected through the winter in a pit or house.

Price 50 cents each; $5.00 per dozen, our choice.

**Agrippina**—Brilliant dark crimson; fine form, beautiful; a good grower and a constant bloomer.

**Arch Duke Charles**—Rosy crimson; distinct and fine.

**Douglass**—Rich violet color; a fine free bloomer.

**Daily, or Common**—Light pink; a constant bloomer.

**Eugene Beauharnois**—Bright amaranth; distinct and fine.

**Lady Warrender**—Pure white, creamy centre; very fine.

**Louis Philippe**—Rich crimson; a good full rose, and a constant bloomer.

**Sanguinea**—Brilliant crimson; a profuse and constant bloomer.

**Triumphant**—Rosy red; a profuse bloomer.

**White Daily**—Creamy white; rather a slender grower, but a pretty rose.

**PERPETUAL MOSS ROSES.**

These bloom at intervals all through the summer. They require high cultivation and close pruning.

**Alfred de Dalmas**—Delicate flesh color, full; very pretty.

**Gen. Drouot**—Deep purple; a dwarf grower, but blooms freely.

**Madam Bouton**—Blush; a free grower and bloomer.

**Madam Edward Ory**—Bright rosy Carmine; large and fine.

**Marie de Burgoyne**—Clear red; fine form and double.

**Pompon**—Dark crimson; blooms freely in the autumn.

**Perpetual White**—Pure white; blooms in large clusters.

**Raphael**—Light blush, sweet; very mossy. $1.00.

**Salet**—Bright rosy red; vigorous grower and free bloomer; one of the best.

**MOSS ROSES.**

These are the most fragrant of all summer roses. They require high cultivation and moderately close pruning.

**Alice Leroy**—Pale lilac; large and vigorous.

**Countess of Murinais**—Pure white, large, full; one of the best.

**Common Blush**—Large, full; deep rose; vigorous and fine.

**Crimson**—Bright crimson, semi-double, vigorous; new.

**Crested, or Cristata**—Rose color; fine, curiously crested and very mossy buds.

**Eclatante**—Deep rose, large; fine grower.

**Glory of Mosses**—Rose color; large and vigorous.

**Laneii**—Deep red, shaded with purple; very fine.

**Luxembourg**—Brilliant red; very luxuriant; good.

**Marie de Blois**—Lilac color; large and good.

**Princess Adelaide**—Fine reddish blush; blooms in clusters; large, very vigorous, and one of the best.

**Princess Royal**—Full, reddish crimson; vigorous.

**Prolific**—Rose color, globular; dwarf habit.

**Partout, or Moss Moss**—Pale rose; plants and buds very mossy.
Unique—Pure white, large and full.
Wm. Lobb—Light crimson purple; large and double.

CLIMBING ROSES.
The Prairie Roses are suitable for covering old buildings, walls, trees, arbors, and all unsightly objects. Their immense clusters of flowers, perfect hardiness and beautiful foliage, commend them to all who require a climbing tree.

PRAIRIE ROSES.
Beauty, or Queen of the Prairies—Bright rosy red, often with a stripe; large, compact and full; one of the best of the class.
Baltimore Belle—Pale blush, nearly white; very double, and one of the best.
Linnean Hill Beauty—Pale blush, blooming in large clusters.
Miss Gunnel—Pale blush.
Pride of Washington—Dark rose; very double; distinct.
Gem of the Prairies—A hybrid between the Queen of the Prairies and Madame Laffay. It is a strong and vigorous grower, similar in habit to the Queen, but the flowers are considerably darker in color, besides being quite fragrant. New, and a great acquisition. $1.00.

MISCELLANEOUS ROSES.

HARDY SUMMER GARDEN ROSES.
Aureti—Fine dark velvety purple; globular and double.
George IV—Deep velvety crimson; large and beautiful; very vigorous.
Madame Plantier—One of the finest pure white Roses; blooming in clusters.
Unique, or White Provence—Pure white; beautiful form.
Harrison’s Yellow—Double; bright yellow; very showy and fine.
Persian Yellow—Deep golden yellow; double and very fine.
Russell’s Cottage—Brilliant red; blooming in large clusters.
Banksia White—Pure white; double and pretty.

MICROPHYLLA ROSES.

Alba—Pure white, very sweet.
Ruba—Red, very fine.

PÆONIES.

CLASS I.—THREE PÆONIES, (PÆONIA ARBOREA.)
Our principal stock consists chiefly of these two varieties, and are the finest in cultivation.

Banksii—Rosy blush, purplish centre; very large and sweet. $1.00 to $2.00.
Papaveracea—(Poppy flowered.) Pale blush, with dark centre; very large and showy, single. $1.00 to $2.00.

The following are in our collection, and in course of propagation; they are a very fine collection, and by many sought after:
Price $2 to $3 each.
Atroviolacea.
Alba Pleno—Double white, light purple tinge.
Caroline His—White, purple shade.
Edwardii—White margin, shaded with crimson; very double.
Giovonii—Whitish, carmine shade; very large and double.
Humel—Blush; very double.
Imperatrice Josephine—Light carmine shade, changing to white; second blossom in centre.
Kochlarii—Dark rose color; very large and vigorous.
Laetea—Pure white, very double.
Schultzii—Carmine, deeply shaded with rosy lilac; beautiful and fragrant.

CLASS 2—HERBACEOUS PÆONIES.

These are beautiful, showy, and easily cultivated plants, blooming from the beginning of May to the end of July. They should have a place in every garden. A selection will give a continuous bloom for three months.

Alba Pleno—Double white.
Alba Picta—Beautiful white, tinged with yellow.
Albicans—Creamy white, with blush tinge.
Amabilis Lilacina—Pale lilac.
Andersonii—Dwarf habit; flowers of a deep flesh color.
Comte de Neipperg—Rich deep crimson.
Donnelan's Seedling—Purplish rose; very large, fine form.
Delecatissima—Delicate, fine rose color; large, full and sweet.
Elegantissima—Outside petals blush, inside salmon color; anemone flowered.
Edulis Superba—Violet rose; very full and sweet.
Flavescens—Yellowish white, mixed with sulphur yellow.
Grandiflora—Large and fine; pale blush.
Humei—Dark rose color, very double and perfect; one of the latest to bloom.
Humilis—Fine rose color, single; blooms early; showy.
Mirabilis—Light rose color.
Pottsii—Purplish crimson, very dark; distinct and fine.
Pomponia—Flesh color; large and beautiful.
Princess Caroline—
Queen's Perfection—Very large; nearly white; one of the finest in cultivation.
Reevesi—Clouded rose, fringed petals.
Rosea Fragrans—Deep rose; fragrant.
Rosea Elegans—Single and large; flesh color.
Rosea Mutabilis—Light and dark rose; changeable; distinct and fine.
Rosea Pallida—Pale rose color.
Sinensis Rosea—Rose color, very fine.
Souvenir Rosalie—Clear lilac, outside petals large, smaller in centre.
Versicolor—Large; beautifully shaded.
Whittleji—White, deepening to straw color in the centre; fragrant and fine.
PHLOXES.

TRUSS OF PHLOX.

These may be considered the finest among herbaceous flowering plants. They are particularly valuable on account of their easy culture, hardiness, free flowering and showy appearance.

We make no distinction in the Tall or Dwarf growers, but place them all in one list.

We add to our collection annually, such as are thought to be of merit.

Alice Claire—New.
Alba Perfecta—Large, white; perfect form.
Apertus—Light purple, carmine eye.
Arch Duke John—Purplish red.
Brilliant—Violet crimson; deep centre.
Beauty Supreme—Lilac, veined with deep rose.
Crepsicula—Bright pink, dark eye.
Doctor Kane—Rosy lilac, with distinct star centre, petals finely imbricated; compact truss.
Dr. Andry—Purplish lilac, blush clouded.
General de Brea—Rosy scarlet.
Henry Lierval—White, tinged with purple.
Hebe—Pale lilac, deep rose colored centre; very distinct and fine.
Henriette L’Auvergne—Rosy lilac, deep centre; large and fine.
Harlequin—Purplish rose, bordered with white.
Imbricata—Blush, clouded with deep rose, petals imbricated.

Jesse, (New.)—Rosy pink, white centre; very distinct; large flower and truss; very fine.

Jesse—Rosy blush, purple centre. (Note.—There are two Jesses.)

Lady Mary Hope Ven—

Le Croix de Honneur—Purple and white cross; distinct, fine, large flowers and truss.

Madam Clerget—White, with purple centre.

Madam d'Wendel—White, delicately shaded with purple, deep rosy centre; large flowers and truss; very distinct and beautiful.

Macrantha—White and violet centre.

Magnifica—Purple and white; violet centre; large.

Mr. Robert Morny—Dark pink, dark rose centre; large flower and truss; distinct and fine.

Mrs. Henderson—White, tinted with rose.

President—Bright reddish rose, crimson eye.

Princess Caroline—Pure white; fine.

Reve d'Amour—White, with purplish tinge, deep centre.

Raphael—Rosy purple, with dark deep centre.

Rosedepont—White, purple eye; large, distinct and beautiful.

Servral—Pure white.

Souvenir D'em Loth—White, pencilled with purple.

Surprise—White, pencilled and clouded with rosy lilac, crimson eye; large and fine.

Teutonia—White, striped and mottled with rosy purple; deep centre; large and beautiful.

HARDY HERBACEOUS FLOWERING PLANTS.

We are paying special attention to this class of plant, which are valuable on account of their hardiness, easy culture, showy and beautiful appearance.

Our collection comprises the most desirable varieties in cultivation, having been selected with great care, and we are constantly adding such as are new and prove of value.

Achillea, (The Milfoil.) Showy, free flowering, low growing plants.

LINGULATA. Broad, glossy foliage; creamy white flower in June.

MILIFOLIA RUBRA. Flowers deep red, from June to August.

PTARMICA PLENO. Beautiful double white daisy-like flowers in July.

Aconitum, (The Monkshood, or Wolfsbane.) Delicate, fine foliage, free flowering, tall growing, highly ornamental and very hardy.

ANTHORA. Yellow, tinged with green. July.

JAPONICUM. Deep blue. August.

CALIFORNICUM. Pale blue, purple veins; very strong grower. September and October.

ORIENTALE. Creamy white, tipped with yellow. July.

Adonis, (Vernalis.) A very early, free flowering species, with large yellow flowers.

Ajuga. A very pretty dwarf species, flowering in May and June.

PYRAMIDALIS. Fine bluish purple.
Althea Rosea, (Hollyhocks.) A splendid collection, embracing all colors, and of the most double and perfect form.

Antirrhinum, (The Snap-Dragon.) Of all colors and shades. August and September.

Anemone, (Wind Flower.) Very showy and fine.
  JAPONICA. Rosy purple, large and fine. September.
  HONORINE JOUBERT. White; blooms from middle of August till frost. New. 50 cents.

Anchusa, (Italica.) Large, woolly foliage, flowers intense blue. July.
  CAPENSIS. Flowers blue, white center; foliage large and smooth. July.

Arabis. A trailing-plant, suitable for ornamental rock-work.
  ALPINA. Yellowish white flowers; woolly foliage. May.

Aquilegia, (The Columbine.) A fine collection of different shades and colors.

Aster, (Coccineus.) Rosy crimson, showy. September.
  LANCIFOLIUM CALIFORNICUM. Azure blue. September.

Asperula, (Odorata.) A pretty plant, with fragrant white flowers in May.

Baptisia, (False Indigo)
  CÆRULEA. Handsome spikes of blue, lupin-shaped flowers. June and July

Bellis Perennis, (The Daisy.) An assortment of the finest variety.

Bocconia. A fine, large, attractive plant with large, highly ornamental foliage very tall.
  CORDATA. Large spikes of small white flowers. August.

Bupthalmum—CORDIFOLIUM. Large foliage, flowers yellow. July.
  SALICIFOLIUM. Willow shaped leaves, yellow flowers. August and September.

Campanula. (The Bell Flower)
  CORONATA. Semi-double, clear white, profuse bloomer. July and August.
  GRANDIFLORA. Large flowering, blue. June and July.
    "ALBA. Large flowers, pure white. June and July.
  PERSICIFOLIA CÆRULEA PLENO. Handsome double blue flowers. August.
  NOBILIS. Large flowers, bluish purple spotted. July.
  TRACHELIUM. Double blue flowers, large heart-shaped foliage. July and August.

Carnations. A fine collection.

Chelone, (Shell-Flower.) A beautiful hardy plant that should be in every collection; tall growing.
  GLABRA. Flowers reddish crimson, surrounding a long stem. July and August.
  BARBATA. Scarlet. July.
  BARBATA COCCINEA. Fiery scarlet. July.

Chrysostemma, (Golden Crown.) Very pretty, tall growing plants; deserves to be cultivated in every flower border.
  TRIPTERIS. Yellow flowers. August.

Chrysanthemums. A fine collection of new named varieties, of both large flowering and pompone.

Clematis. Fine, hardy, erect growing plants, attaining two to three feet in height; quite attractive and desirable.
  BICOLOR SIEBOLDII. Purple and sky blue. July.
  INTEGRIFOLIA. Fine blue, edged with white. June.
Clematis.

SERRATIFOLIA ERECTA. Large clusters of pure white flowers; fragrant. June.

Convallaria Majalis, (Lily of the Valley.)

A sweet little plant; large leaves, stems of pure white, bell-shaped flower; delightfully fragrant. May.

Coreopsis.

LANCEOLATA. Large flowers; golden yellow; blooming profusely in August.

TENUIFOLIA. A dwarf, cut leaf plant, with small, golden yellow flowers. July.

Corydalis.

NOBILIS. Light yellow clusters of flowers, with red blotches. May.

Cynoglossum.

LONGIFLORUM. A free blooming plant; clusters of blue flowers. June and July.

Dianthus, (The Pink.) A large collection of several varieties.

---

DICENTRA SPECTABILIS.

Dicentra, SPECTABILIS, (Bleeding Heart.) One of the most beautiful hardy border plants, with brilliant, rosy, heart-shaped flowers, hanging in great profusion, from a gracefully curved stem. May and June.

Dictamnus, (The Fraxinella.) A strongly perfumed plant, with very pretty spikes of flowers in June.

ALBA. White.

RUBRA. reddish purple.
Digitalis, (The Foxglove.) Very showy border plants, with long, bell-shaped flowers on stems; three to four feet high. July to September.
ALBA PUNCTATA. White, spotted.
RUBRA. Red.
ALBA. White.

Delphinium, (The Larkspur.)
FORMOSUM. Deep azure blue, with white eye; one of the best. July and August.
HYBRIDUM. Fine blue, white centre. June and July.
ALBUM PLENUM. Double white. July and August.
ALBUM LUTEUM. White, spotted with yellow, tinged with blue. July and August.
PUNCTATUM PLENUM. Deep blue, spotted; double.

Doronicum.
CAUCASICUM. Large, smooth, leathery foliage; bright yellow flowers in July.

Dracocephalum, (Dragon-head.)
VIRGINICUM. Blue flowers in July.

Echinacea.
INTERMEDIA. Flowers red; September.

Erica, (Heath.)
HERBACEA. Pink flowers; blooms profusely.

Eringium.
AMETHISTIANUM. Blue. July and August.

Eupatorium.
CALESTINUM.

Funkia, (The Day Lily.)
ALBA ODORATA. Large, fragrant, white flowers, foliage yellowish green; very luxuriant. June and July.
CÆRULEA. Dark green leaves; light blue flowers. June and July.
JAPONICA. Smaller foliage than preceding; light blue flowers. August.
MARGINATA. Foliage large; yellowish, striped; attractive. August.

Gaillardia.
ARIFOLIA. Bright yellow; fine. July and August.
SPLENDENS. Yellow and dark red; very showy. 50 cents.

Genista.
TINCTORIA PLENO. Flowers double; yellow. June.

Geranium. Hardy border plants; flowering in July and August.
IBERICUM. Blue flowers.
PRETENSE. Crowfoot leaves; purplish lilac flowers.
PRETENSE PLENO. Double flowering.

Geum.
COCCINEUM. Very handsome. 50 cents.

Gillenea. An ornamental plant, allied to the Spirea.
TRIFOLIATA. Reddish white flowers in July.

Glaucium. Very striking; attractive foliage; abundant bloomer.
PHÆNICEUM. Yellow, pencilled with orange. July and August.

Hedysarum.
CANADENSE. Racemes of purplish blue flowers. June to September.
Helianthus, (The Sunflower.)
MULTIFLORA PLENO. A fine hardy variety, growing about three feet in height; flowers double, yellow; of the size of a Dahlia. June to September.

Hemerocallis, (Day or Copper Lily.)
FULVA. Large clusters of orange-colored flowers in July.
GRAMINEA. Leaves long and narrow, flowers light yellow. July.
KWANSO Fl., Pl. New and fine. 50 cents.

Hesperis, (The Rocket.) Very sweet and most beautiful.
MATRONALIS ALBA PLENO. Double white, very fine and desirable. June. 50 cents.

Hieracium.
A URANTIACUM. Orange-colored flowers in July.

Hibiscus. These fine plants require a little covering in winter.
GRANDIFLORUS. Flowers flame colored. July.

Hypericum. A dwarf, showy, hardy plant.
CALYCNINUM. Flowers yellow. July. 50 cents.

Iberis, (Candy Tuft.)
TEXORIAXA. A fine plant for edging; flowers white. May to August.

Iris, Germanica, (Fleur de Lis.)
ARLEQUIN MILLANAIS. White, with blue and rose. June.
BOUGERE. Velvety purple and blue. June.
JACQUESIANO. Deep velvety maroon, tinged with crimson and bronze. June.
LA PACTOLE. Golden yellow, striped with purple and tinged with blue. June.
LOUIS VAN HOUTTE. Salmony striped and tinged with purple. NANA. Dwarf, fine for edging, bluish purple. June.

Liatris. Charming little plants, flowers in spikes, rather tender, requiring some covering in winter.
ELEGANS. Bluish purple. August.
PUMILA. Flowers purple. July.

Linum, (Flowering Flax.)
PERENNE. Fine blue. July and August.

Lunaria. Large, rather pretty plants.
BIENNIS. Light purple flowers. May.

Lychnis. Very beautiful and showy plants, well deserving extensive cultivation for the brilliancy of their flowers.
CHALCEDONICA. Large trusses of brilliant scarlet flowers. July and August.
FULGENS. Bright scarlet, star-shaped flowers. June.
FLOS CUCULI PLENO, (Ragged Robin.) Double crimson. May.
HAGEANA FULGENS. Deep scarlet, very conspicuous and fine. 50 cents.
FIMBRIATA. Dwarf, prettily fringed, rose-colored. 50 cents.

Lysimachia, (Moneywort, or Loose-Strife.)
NUMMULARIA. Yellow flowers in June. A handsome, free flowering plant, trailing, well fitted for decorating rock-work, fine for hanging baskets.

Lythrum.
ROSEUM SUPERBUM. Spikes of pretty rose-colored flowers. July and August.
Lythrum.  
SALICARIUM. Very showy, rosy scarlet July and August.

Myosotis. Very beautiful small plants, greatly admired.  
PALUSTRIS, (The Forget-me-not.) Blue and yellow. May to August.  
AZORICA. Fine blue. April and May.  
AZORICA ALBA. White. April and May.  
GRANDIS. Fine blue, white centre. June and July.

Œnothera, (The Evening Primrose.)  
MISSOURIENSIS. Large sulphur yellow flowers. July and August.  
VIPARIA. Yellow; a free bloomer. 50 cents.

Omphalodes. Fine large heart-shaped foliage, elegant border flowers.  
VERNA. Blue flowers. May.

Orobus. The plants of this genus deserve a place in the flower border on account of their very elegant pea-blossoms.  
LATHYSOIDES. Fine blue. July. 50 cents.  
VERNUS Purple flowers. May. 50 cents.

Penstemon. Charming hardy plants, worthy of a place in every collection; flowers from June to August.  
COBEA. Flowers delicate purple, throat dotted with maroon; 2 feet in height.  
COCINEUS. Deep scarlet. 2 ft.  
GRACILIS. Fine white.  
GRANDIFLORUM. A strong grower, large purplish lilac flowers. 3 to 4 ft.  
MACKAYANUM. Rosy purple and white. 18 inches.  
OVATUM. Foliage very luxuriant, flowers sky-blue, purple tinged. 18 inches.

Torreyi. Flowers tube shaped, two inches long, crimson and yellow; stem strong and long.

Phlox. Dwarf trailing varieties, fine for edging.  
PROCUMBENS, (Moss Pink.) Covered with pretty little pink flowers in May.  
PERFOLIATA Verna. Small, pointed foliage, rosy lilac flowers in May.  
PERFOLIATA ALBA. Fine white flowers.  
For other Herbsaceous flowering varieties, see special list.

Potentilla, (Cinquefoil)  
ATROSANGUINEA. Deep blood red. July and August.  
FIN KELMANII. Orange scarlet.  
O'BRIANA. Salmon and blush.

Paeonies. See special list.

Pyrethrum. Fine, double, Aster-like flowers; very desirable.  
BEAUTE DE LAKEN. Dark, velvety scarlet. 50 cents.  
DELICATISSIMA. Delicate blush. 50 cents.  
MADAME BILLIARD. Pale rose. 50 cents.  
MR. BONAY. Creamy white. 50 cents.  
MR. PELL. Dark crimson. 50 cents.  
ROSE POMPONE. Fine rose. 50 cents.

Ranunculus, (Crow Foot.)  
BULBOSUS. Small, double, yellow flowers; very perfect; sometimes called double butter cup. May.
Salvia. The flowering varieties of Sage; are extremely showy flowering plants, well worthy of cultivation in every flower border.

AFASEA. Fine blue. July and August.
RUBICUNDA. Rosy purple. June.
PR.ESTENSE. Blue and white; very fine. June and July.

Saxifraga. Fine for ornamental rock work.
CRASSIFOLIA. Compact clusters of purplish pink flowers in April and May.
CORDIFOLIA. Heart-shaped foliage; reddish flowers. April and May.
CUNEIFOLIA. Whitish flowers. April and May.
LINGULATA RUBRA. Dark foliage, red flowers.

Scutellaria. Dwarf plants; very handsome flowers.
ALPIXA BICOLOR. White and blue. July and August.
JAPOXICA. Spikes of pale blue flowers. July.

Sedum, (Stone-Crop.) Well suited for rock-work, good border plants, and fine for hanging baskets.
ATROPURPUREUM. Dark red flowers and foliage. August.
AZOON. Large, long foliage; yellow flowers. July.
CRUCEATUM. Foliage and flowers cross-shaped; white. July.
POPULIFOLIUM. Creamy white flowers; Poplar-like leaves. August.
MONSTROSUM. Yellow flowers; curious masses of foliage. June.
SIEBOLDII. Small, round foliage; rosy purple flowers. August.
SIEBOLDII PICTUM. Leaves very handsomely spotted with yellowish white; pretty and desirable.

Sempervivum, (The Houseleek, or Live-for-ever.)
TABUL.EFORME. Yellow flowers. July.

Silene, (Catch-Fly.) These are elegant flowering plants.
ORIENTALIS. Large clusters of crimson flowers, blooming all summer.
VIOCOSA PLENO. Bright, double rose flowers in June.

Spiraea, (Queen of the Meadow, or Meadow Sweet.)
FILIPENDULA PLENO. Fine foliage, with masses of very delicate, double, white flowers in June.
JAPONICA, (Astitbe Japonica) A handsome variety, of dwarf habit, with spikes of small, white, delicate flowers in June.
ROSEA. Flowers, fine rose color. June.
VARIEGATA. Flowers white; leaves variegated with yellow. June.
VENUSTA PLENO. Double, white flowers. June.

Statice, (Sea Lavender.) A profuse blooming small plant, with lively little flowers.
UNDULATA. Wavy-leaved; large trusses of pale lilac flowers. August and September.

Thalictrum. Tall growing plants, suitable for the back of the border.
AQUILEGIFOLIUM.
SPECIOSUM.

Thymus, (Thyme.) Small lilac flowers; foliage very aromatic. June and July.

Tradescantia, (Spiderwort.)
VIRGINICA ALBA. Flowers white. July and August.
VIRGINICA CÆRULEA. Blue flowers. July and August.
Trollius, (Globe Flower.)
AFRICANUS. Fine, double, yellow flowers. 50 cents.

Tritoma, (Red-hot-poker.)
UVARIA. Flower stem four or five feet long, with a spike of red and yellow flowers; exceedingly striking and attractive.

Tricyrtis, HIRTA. A new half-hardy plant; grows two to three feet high, has terminal heads of pearly white flowers, dotted with chocolate colored spots. Novel, and a fine acquisition. 75 cents.

Valeriana, (Valerian.) Tall growing ornamental plants.
OFFICINALIS. Large panicles of flesh colored flowers in June.
RUBRA. Large trusses of red flowers. July.

Veronica, (Speedwell.) Handsome and desirable plants, with beautiful flowers and pleasing habit.
ALBA. Flowers white. July and August.
GENTIANOIDES. Fine, pale blue flowers. May and June.
SPICAT A. Spikes of deep blue flowers in August.
VARI EGA T A. Light blue flowers; variegated leaves. July.

Verbascum. Strong, robust growing plants, producing an abundance of showy flowers.
PYRAMIDALIS. Flowers yellow and purple. July.
PHENICEUM. Purple and blush flowers. July.

Viola Odorata, (Sweet Violet.)
ALBA PLENO. Double, white.
CÆRULEA. Double, blue.
NEAPOLITAN. Double, blue; very sweet and fine; best for forcing.
QUEEN OF VIOLETS. Very double, large; very fragrant; color white, back of petals blue.
SEMPERFLORENS SIMPLEX. Single; very fragrant; fine for forcing.

Viola, TRICOLOR, (Pansy, or Heartsease.) A large collection of the finest sorts. $1.00 to $2.00 per dozen.

Vinca, (Periwinkle, or Running Myrtle.) Makes a fine bed if allowed to run, thriving admirably in the shade.
MINOR. Blue flowers. August.
MINOR AUREA. Leaves edged and marked with yellow, violet flowers.
MAJOR VARI EGA T A. Leaves larger than the preceding, handsomely marked with yellowish white.

Yucca, (Adam's Needle.) Handsome evergreen plants, with long, narrow, palm-like leaves, and tall, upright stems of handsome bell-shaped flowers.
FILAMENTOSA. Flowers creamy white, thread-y-leaved; fine and desirable. July.
TOMENTOSA. Creamy white flowers. July. 50 cents.
BULBOUS FLOWERING ROOTS, &c.

The following are all hardy, or nearly so, and should be planted in the fall.

Colchicum, Vernum, and Autunnale—$2 per dozen.
Crocus—Many varieties. $1 per dozen.
Crown Imperial—Various kinds. 30 cents each; $3 per dozen.
Hyacinths—Double named sorts. $3 per dozen.
Hyacinths—Single named sorts. $3 per dozen.
Hyacinths—Mixed. $2 per dozen.
Iris, or Fleur de Lis—$2 per dozen.
Jonquils—$2 per dozen.
Lilies—See Summer Flowering Bulbs.
Tulips—Double and single named. $2 per dozen.
Tulips—Double and single mixed, without names. $1.50 per dozen.

FLOWERING BULBS FOR SPRING PLANTING.

The following are not hardy, and require to be taken up on the approach of frost and kept in a dry cellar. They should be planted in the spring, in light, rich soil.

Amarylis, (Longiflora Alba.) $1 each.
Amarylis, (Longiflora Rosea.) $1 each.
Gladiolus—25 cents each, or $2 per dozen. A very fine assortment of these popular and handsome bulbs.
Maderia Vine—12 cents each.
Tigrida Pavonia—Blooms all summer. 15 cents each.
Titronia Aurea—50 cents each.
Tuberose—$2 per dozen, or 25 cents each.

The following are perfectly hardy, and may be left in the ground all winter without any protection.

Lilium Auratum—The magnificent new Golden Lily of Japan. $2 to $3.
Lilium Candidum—Common White. 25 cents each.
Lilium Lancifolium Album—50 cents to $1 each.
Lilium Lancifolium Roseum—50 cents to $1 each.
Lilium Lancifolium Rubrum—50 cents to $1 each.
DAHLIAS.

Our collection of this fine autumn flower embraces the best in cultivation. We sift it over every year, discarding all the old or worthless varieties, and are constantly adding new and promising ones from every quarter of the country.

CHrysanthemums.

These are almost hardy, many kinds entirely so. They are of easy culture and make a splendid appearance in the autumn; fine for pot culture, blooming from October to New Year.

A fine assortment of the tall growers with very handsome large flowers, making a splendid display.

Also a fine assortment of the Pompone or Daisy varieties, growing only about 18 inches in height, with very beautiful and very double little flowers, very unique and handsome.

Carnations and Pinks.

A fine collection of these brilliant, showy and delightful fragrant flowers, which are unsurpassed by any other plants and are universally admired.
TREE, OR PERPETUAL CARNATIONS.

These flower finely in the garden during the summer, and are very suitable for house culture, giving an abundance of bloom during the winter. A choice collection of named varieties.

ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGE PLANTS.

A fine assortment of these popular bedding-out plants for sale in the spring.

HANGING BASKETS.

We have a fine variety of plants for this purpose for sale singly, or baskets furnished and properly filled.

WINTER FLOWERING PLANTS.

A good collection always on hand.
MISCELLANEOUS GREEN-HOUSE AND BEDDING PLANTS.

The popular taste for growing plants in beds or masses is increasing, and, when selections are judiciously made, produce a very fine effect. The following are good for the purpose. A special list will be published every spring, containing varieties and prices.

Aloysia Citriodora, or Lemon Verbena.
Allysum Variegated.
Abutilon—3 varieties.
Ageratum—3 varieties.
Achyranthus.—3 varieties.
Alternantheras—2 varieties.
Aucuba Japonica.
Bouvardia—2 varieties.
Begonia—Many sorts.
Calceolaria—Many sorts.
Calladium.
Cistus Ladaniferus.
Chrysanthemum—Large flower.
Chrysanthemum Pompone.
Cissus Discolor.
Centauraea.
Cuphea.
Coleus—Many kinds.
Carnations—Many kinds.
Century Plant.
Convolvulus Mauritanicus.
Erythrina.
Euphorbia.
Eupatorium—2 varieties.
Fabiana Imbricata.
Farfugium Grande.
Fuchsia—A splendid assortment.
Ficus Repens.
Ferns.
Geraniums—Scarlet varieties.
" Show varieties.
" Variegated foliage.
" Fragrant leaved.
Gesnera.
Heliotropes—Many varieties.
Hoya, or Wax Plant—3 kinds.
Hydrangea—3 kinds.
Ivy.

Isolepis Gracilis.
Jasmine.
Lantanias—Many kinds.
Lavender.
Lysimachia Nummularia, or Moneywort.
Lemon.
Lily Ethipica.
Linum Tigrinum.
Lycopodium—Several sorts.
Lobelia—Several sorts.
Laurustinus.
Mahernia.
Maurandia—Several kinds.
Mimulus—In varieties.
Nerium, or Oleander—2 kinds.
Nierembergia Grandiflora.
Oranges.
Passiflora.
Pansies.
Pelargonium—Several kinds.
Petunia—A fine variety.
Potentilla.
Primula Sinensis.
Pyrethrum, or Feverfew.
Rosemary.
Salvia—Several sorts.
Verbena — A splendid collection of 60 of the latest and best kinds.
Saxifraga—2 kinds.
Sedum—Several sorts.
Stevia—2 kinds.
Solanum Variagata.
Tradescantia—2 kinds.
Thyme Variagata.
Tropoolum—Many kinds.
Veronica.
Vinca Major Variagata.
Violets, Sweet Scented.